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Apple Watch Series 3 

2a. The Apple watch is to help people to not get in a car crash. 1.3 million people get a car crash 

every year. In a meeting or other places, people don’t have to take out their phone and distant 

others. The computer artificial “your phone on your waist”, you can do anything on it. Apple 

watch is better than your phone. They have everything from your phone plus tracks your health. 

So, one day leave your phone and you will be protect. You also don’t have to be scared of 

someone taking your phone from your pocket or anywhere. 

2b.The real tool is the Apple watch. The tools I use to make my artificial are by pictures and 

words. The tool is a lot of pictures. The development process is researching what I want and 

finding good pictures. This is a combining artificial because people have done this before. It's a 

combining because I did make it up and didn’t start it. The sites I use was google. Each picture I 

pick means something. One is calling someone. Two is texting someone. Three is tracking the 

health. Four is to show you its waterproof. 
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2c.One benefit is there is no sim card. They have no sim card because it needs to change. It also 

doesn’t have a sim because before they would make the battery die fast. Now they have an LTE 

now. LTE is better because it has a high and faster connection. Tracks your health is another 

benefit because it helps you to see where you at. Tracking your health is important to see what 

food intake, workout routine, physical progress and weight. Apple was the one who said and 

change that thing for a reason. This is economy because it's for everyone. 

One harmful benefit is the battery drains fast. The battery will die fast because you don’t charge 

it. It’s a harmful benefit because if it keeps dying fast you can’t use it all the time. Sometimes 

the battery can fire on your waist and that's harmful to people. “Lauren Goode took a walk for 1 

hour and her battery was at 27%.” Lauren Goode was the one how to put up a bad tweet and 

harmful one. It's a concern to people by people. People read the tweets to see if it's good to buy 

or not. It’s all up to the what other people say not them. This is economic and social because for 

Apple and the tweets. It’s also economy because it's a thought of a group of people. 

2d. This Apple watches you can send messages, call, go underwater, and see your health. Apple 

watch gets its data from wifi and Bluetooth and also from the iPhone. Data is sending things to 

people and using it. The Apple watch use 16gb. An input is “Siri feels more useful, and Apple 

music streaming not ready yet.” A transform is “it's a great gift, and you can use it if you don’t 

have your phone.” A produce is It can work with you all day long and helps you around. An 

Apple watch computes by “The Apple Watch Series 3 with cellular takes a major step forward in 

making Apple's wrist-worn device its own independent, connected computing platform.” The 

Apple watch is storage and privacy. It’s storage because you only have 16gb, you can only that 

much and no more. It’s privacy because it's like your phone, you don’t want anyone to go 

through your phone to see your message, photos, apps, and more. So, your Apple watch is 

private too so only you can use it and see what’s on it. 
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2e. Website Title: The New York Times, Article Title: The Health Concerns in Wearable Tech,

Publisher: The New York Times,  Electronically Published: March 18, 2015, Date Accessed: 

December 16, 2017,  Author: Nick Bilton 

 Website Title: PYMNTS.com, Article Title: Pros And Cons Of The Generation 3 Apple 

Watch,  Electronically Published: August 09, 2017, Date Accessed: December 16, 2017, 

Author: Pymnts  

Website Title: Business Insider, Article Title: Reviewers say the new Apple Watch is pretty

bad, Publisher: Business Insider,  Electronically Published: September 20, 2017, Date 

Accessed: December 16, 2017, Author: Steve Kovach 

Website Title: Engadget, Article Title: Apple Watch Series 3 review: A good watch, a so-so 

phone rep[…], Electronically Published: September 30, 2017, Date Accessed: December 17,

2017, Author: Chris Velazco 

Website Title: Apple, Article Title: Apple Watch Series 3, Date Accessed: December 17, 

2017,  

Website Title: AppleInsider,  Article Title: Review: Apple Watch Series 3 with cellular further

establish[…], Publisher: AppleInsider, Electronically Published: September 27, 2017, Date 

Accessed: December 17, 2017, Author: AppleInsider 
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